Abstract: This paper demonstrates the provable superiority of multi-path routing protocols over other conventional protocols in Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) against blocking, nodeisolation and network-partitioning type-attacks. Though the underlying network model is of a WMN with mobile nodes, the results in this paper are equally applicable to other types of wireless data networks. The adversarial objective is to isolate a subset of network nodes through minimal cost optimal blocking of certain number of paths in the network (or partitioning the network). If less than a certain threshold of traffic from such node(s) reaches the routers, the adversary is successful. Two scenarios viz. (a) low mobility for network nodes, and (b) high degree of node mobility, are evaluated. Scenario (a) is proven to be NP-hard and scenario (b) is proven to be #P-hard for the adversary to achieve the goal. Further, several approximation algorithms are presented which show that even in the best case scenario it is at least exponentially hard for the adversary to optimally succeed in such blocking-type attacks. Simulations verify the results and demonstrate the robustness of multi-path protocols against such attacks. The objective of this paper is to study the performance and feasibility of multi-path wireless protocols over conventional single-path protocols from a security angle. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper to theoretically evaluate the attack-resiliency and performance of multi-path protocols with network node mobility.
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Multi-path traffic scheduling and routing protocols are deemed superior over conventional single path protocols for enhanced throughput and robustness in wired networks. However, network dynamics and resource constraints entail additional overhead in maintaining and reconfiguring multiple routes in wireless networks, and these overheads may offset the benefits mentioned above. Existing literature for wireless network multi-path protocols [16, 17] only evaluates their performance in terms of throughput. This paper adopts a unique approach by investigating the additional security and robustness provided by these protocols. It emulates adversarial behavior and launches attacks on these protocols, and then studies the impact of such attacks.
Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) [13] are the underlying representative network model. Significant research effort (e.g., [29] ) is being placed on developing protocols for WMNs. Their design encourages deployments in diverse commercial and military applications [27, 28] . WMNs have mobile nodes communicate wirelessly over multiple hops to the backbone network through multiple available network routers. Primary traffic in WMNs is between nodes and the backbone network.
Efficient multi-path traffic scheduling schemes can split a node's traffic into multiple flows along several accessible routers and eventually reassemble this traffic at the backbone network at low cost. This makes WMNs ideal candidates for enumerating the full scope of any wireless multi-path protocols, especially to evaluate attack scenarios.
A. Threat Model, Attack Scenarios, Impact and Scope
Blocking, node-isolation and network-partitioning type attacks are easy to launch and effective in the wireless networks domain due to channel constraints and dynamic network topology. We emulate adversarial behavior by attacking multi-path schemes through intelligent blocking and node-isolation type attacks for maximal impact. We also try to design best-case scenarios for these attacks to succeed. Both low node-mobility and high node-mobility situations are considered. For comparison purposes, we also launch similar attacks on conventional single-path protocols and measure their impact.
It would be highly desirable for protocols to continue executing correctly without information compromise, even in the presence of a few malicious nodes. Most current security protocols do not address recovery from malicious behavior. These protocols simply abort execution and restart if any malicious behavior is detected. This is detrimental in applications where real-time response and high level security are important as information may already have been lost in the partial execution and frequent restart of the protocols. Studying active attack scenarios from recovery and resiliency point of view would impact load balancing [18] , network coding [19, 20, 21] , and threshold cryptography [22, 23] , in the wireless networks domain. These rely on robustness of multipath routing protocols.
(a) Active Attack Scenarios for Recovery and Resiliency: This work is highly relevant for scenarios where it may be easier or harder for the adversary to compromise some nodes in the network, as compared with compromising the rest of the nodes. For example, it would usually be more difficult to block nodes closer to the routers or Base Stations (BSs) due to reasons of physical proximity or signal strength.
(b) Relevance and Impact on Existing Protocols: Multi-path routing protocols can naturally extend threshold cryptography concepts to the wireless domain. Here a node splits a secret into several shares, routes them along independent paths. At least a threshold number of shares have to be compromised for an adversary to recover the secret, or the adversary has to block a certain minimum threshold number of paths if it wants the destination to not be able to reconstruct the message. Our results imply that it would be at least exponentially hard for an adversary to optimally compromise or block certain threshold number of shares such that either the adversary recovers the secret, or equivalently, the message is not properly re-constructed by the destination.
Network coding, where nodes intelligently send redundant information along multiple paths to ensure security and reliability and to detect any problems with a route would also benefit from demonstrated robustness of multi-path routing. Again, it would be at least exponentially hard for the adversary to optimally compromise more than a threshold number of these paths to render such network coding schemes ineffective.
B. Paper Organization
Section 2 presents problem statement with a summary of contributions and related work. Section 3 introduces the Minimum Cost Blocking (MCB) problem and proves its NPhardness. Section 4 provides approximation algorithms for the MCB problem. Section 5 introduces the #P-Hard Blocking problem for WMNs with patterned node mobility. Section 6 presents simulation results. Section 7 concludes the paper with a discussion on its limitations and future research directions.
II. SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS AND RELATED WORK

A. Problem Statement and Summary of Contributions
Clearly, there is lack of: (a) Performance investigation of mobile wireless networks multi-path protocols in terms of security and resiliency under even basic attack scenarios, and (b) Comparison with traditional single-path protocols under such circumstances. This paper attempts to achieve the above two desired goals. The technical contributions are:
• The identification of the Minimum Cost Blocking (MCB) problem. Though we consider MCB in WMN setting, the problem is applicable to other wireless or wired networks.
• Evaluating the hardness of the problem: MCB is NP-Hard for the low/no node mobility scenario and #P-Hard for networks with patterned node mobility. The reduction for nomobility is derived from the basic Set Cover problem [6] and the mobility scenario from the 3-SAT [30] and #SAT [11] .
• Development of approximation algorithms for best case scenarios and the performance testing of these algorithms in different practical experimental settings through simulations.
• Laying direction for future research to evaluate the performance of multi-path protocols against other well known and more sophisticated attacks in mobile wireless networks.
B. Related Work (a) Attacks and Security:
Attacks on routing system are widely explored in wired networks. Some of the attacks can be prevented or countered through cryptographic techniques. For example, OSPF [1, 3] uses MD5 [2] to guard against false packet injection. Digitally signed statements can also be used in OSPF to prevent false advertisement by legitimate users. In wireless networks such cryptographic schemes for secure broadcast and false data injection prevention are described in [25, 26] . However, there are other attacks that cannot be countered through cryptographic techniques. Link cut attacks in wired networks, first investigated in detail in [4] , are one such type of attacks. In wireless networks, link cuts can be achieved through jamming or interference [24] . In reality, blocking a certain link in a wireless network usually means blocking all signals from a certain node or compromising the node completely. This may be relatively easy to achieve for wireless nodes deployed in automated, unattended or hostile scenarios, accentuating the need for research on blocking attacks.
(b) Network Model and Theoretical Hardness: WMNs are described in [13] . The basic set cover problem is NP-hard and extensive research has been done on its approximations [7, 8] . A generalization of the set cover problem is partial set cover problem [9, 10] . Complexity class #P was first introduced in [11] . Sociological orbits in wireless networks, utilized in describing the node-mobility scenario, were introduced in [12] .
III. MINIMUM COST BLOCKING: NO/LOW MOBILITY This section presents the MCB problem for the stationarynodes/low-mobility scenario from the adversary's perspective. The network is modeled as an undirected graph G, with vertex set V and edge set E. Every vertex represents a node in the network and a link between two vertices implies that corresponding nodes are within each other's radio range. A directed graph may better represent the network for real life situations since nodes may have different radio ranges, signal strength may be different in each direction, and links may not be completely bidirectional. However for simplifying the problem description we assume an undirected graph, emphasizing that all our results are equally applicable to the general case of directed graphs. In reality, the adversary may not need to block all the nodes in a network. However, since our techniques apply to the general case of blocking traffic from a subset of nodes, we can simply let all paths related to nodes not in the target subset to be empty. Since the problem is a general case of the partial set cover problem [5] , we have the following result. Theorem 3.1: The MCB decision problem is NP-complete.
A. MCB Optimization Problem
Suppose in the graph G (V, E), |V| = k. Every node i v in V has a cost i c to be compromised. There are 1 k i i m n = = ∑ paths, k kn k k n n P P P P P P P P P , , , , , , , , , , , ,
IV. APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS: MCB NO MOBILITY
In this section we propose two algorithms for the stationarynodes MCB problem. The first one is a greedy algorithm and the second one is an LP-based algorithm. We prove the approximation ratio for both of them. We first define the notation of "cover" which will be frequently used later and then list some notations used in the description of the algorithms. Definition 3.1: When a node (or a node within a subset of nodes) is on a path, we say that the node (or the subset of nodes) covers that path. When i R paths belonging to a node i are covered, we say that node i is covered.
A. Notations
• : 
B. Algorithm 1 and Approximation Ratio
Algorithm 1 selects the most cost-effective node iteratively and at the same time removes the covered paths and the paths unusable in future. Unusable paths are those originating from a node i with at least i R paths already blocked, as covering these paths would be inconsequential. 
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Next, using a method similar to the proof for the Greedy Algorithm ratio for the Set Cover problem in [14] , we show that Algorithm 1 achieves an approximation ratio of 
C. Algorithm2 and Approximation Ratio
Adopting the LP-relaxation based algorithm SetCover for partial set cover in [5] , we develop Algorithm 2. 
∈
). The function SetCover returns the selected sets (nodes) that cover at least
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For every node i returned by the function,
2.4. Remove from P, every path p that is covered by the nodes returned by the function call SetCover: 
D. Approximation Ratios: Practical Significance
The approximation ratios obtained above are coarse performance measures for the algorithms. It is difficult to compare the two, i.e., the values h k ⋅ and R ln , since they depend on specific problem instances. Also, these ratios are far from tight because precise analysis is very difficult. It is an open research issue to determine if any better algorithms (algorithms with guaranteed better ratios) exist. We further evaluate the performance of these algorithms through simulations in Section 6.
In a practical setting, if the graph (network) is sparse and the topology is known to the adversary, it would be easier for the adversary to successfully launch such blocking attacks. If the graph is dense, then launching an effective attack would be more difficult. From a protocol security and resiliency point of view, it would be ideal if the network topology information is hidden from the adversary, making it extremely hard to launch such attacks. However, in a real setting, complete topology obfuscation is not necessary. If the adversary has partial topological information, the above algorithms cannot be executed correctly. Thus, even partial topology obfuscation can be a significant deterrent against the full scope of such attacks. This provides motivation for introducing network node mobility where exact network topology is never accurately known.
V. MESH NETWORKS WITH PATTERNED NODE MOBILITY
So far we considered limited/no network node mobility. If network nodes are mobile then the analysis of the MCB problem becomes more complicated. We first provide a brief motivation on graph theoretic modeling of node mobility and then present Stochastic Blocking, the MCB problem for networks with mobile nodes.
Nodes in real wireless networks have some form of patterned mobility (demonstrated in [12] and the references therein). In WMNs, the mobility pattern of the nodes is predictable [12, 13] . The nodes move within mobility orbits and the position of a given node has a probability distribution over the positions of the orbit. Our analysis of the node-mobility blocking problem assumes that movement of the WMN nodes follows such a probabilistic patterned mobility model. We introduce the concept of Node-based Stochastic Graphs to characterize such patterned node mobility.
Definition 5.1:
Node-based Stochastic Graph: It is an undirected graph with a subset of nodes that are dynamic, i.e., every such node is associated with a probability of existence. Formally, let S = (V, E) be an undirected graph with n nodes, where 
A. The Stochastic Blocking Problem
Since the network is dynamic, the adversarial goal would be to choose such a set of target nodes, whereby blocking them would result in the blocking probability being higher than some desired value. The formal description of the Stochastic Blocking is as follows. ), and the total cost of nodes in V' is no greater than C? Here C is some pre-specified number.
Next we demonstrate that even determining the blocking probability of a given dynamic graph is #P-hard. For that we first define a problem called #Blocking, evaluate the hardness of #Blocking, and show that Stochastic Blocking is harder than #Blocking.
B. #Blocking: Evaluating Hardness of Stochastic Blocking
Definition 5.2: #Blocking: Given the above graph model, the computational problem #Blocking is to determine the probability that at least i R out of the paths
) will be blocked. It is evident that an efficient solution of #Blocking is a necessary precursor to solving Stochastic Blocking efficiently; it is required to determine the blocking probability before finding the optimal subset of nodes for blocking. That is, stochastic MCB should be at least as hard as #Blocking. Next we show that #Blocking is #P-hard using the reduction of #SAT to #Blocking.
Theorem 5.1: #Blocking is #P-hard.
This result demonstrates that even determining the blocking probability is very hard in the patterned mobility model (The actual position of #P in the complexity hierarchy is unknown, but it is generally assumed to be harder than NP). So the task of blocking would be even harder for the adversary. Additionally, the adversary may not know the actual mobility patterns and the possible orbits of the network nodes, further enhancing the degree of hardness. Thus, it would be extremely hard for the adversary to efficiently launch such blocking-type attacks against multi-path protocols with node mobility. The degree of hardness prevents the design of approximation algorithms for efficient blocking in the node mobility scenario and this is an open research problem. Our ongoing research focuses on further investigation of the blocking attacks for various mobility models and efficiency evaluation through simulation (Sec VII).
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
We evaluated the performance of the two low/no mobility multi-path MCB algorithms using some random graphs. For comparison purposes, we also evaluated the performance of a greedy algorithm for MCB in single-path schemes. The singlepath algorithm is similar to the multi-path MCB except that every node has only one path to the nearest (fewest number of hops in the path) router.
The goal of the attacker is to block the traffic of some target nodes. We test two scenarios. In the first case each node has cost 1, which means that the same effort is required to compromise every node. In the second scenario, every node has a basic cost 10, plus an additional cost inversely proportional to the distance between the node and the center of the whole square region, the maximum value of additional cost being 10. The second scenario is based on the assumption that it is more difficult to compromise nodes which are closer to the routers.
The random graphs are generated as follows. All nodes in the graph are randomly distributed in a 500m by 500m square region, and if two nodes are within each other's radio range, they have a link in the graph. There are four routers that are located in the four corners of the square region. Every node has one route to each router, and the routing is based on Dijkstra's algorithm [15] . The total number of nodes in the region is denoted by n, the radio range of a single node is r and the possibility that a node is selected as target node is denoted by u. All selected target nodes are at least one hop away from any router. Here n, r and u are adjustable parameters. When at least 3 out of the 4 paths from a node to the routers (here a path does not include the router and the node itself) are blocked, we assume the node is blocked. We use our algorithms to determine the subset of nodes with minimum total cost in order to block paths from some randomly selected nodes in the square region.
The results of simulation are demonstrated in Figures  6.1 to 6 .6. In all these figures the x-axis represents the r values and y-axis denotes the total cost of the subset found by the algorithm. All data points are the average of 100 runs. The value of r ranges from 100 to 180.
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 are results for the scenario where every node has cost value 1. Figure 6 .1 corresponds to u = 1/20 and n = 120. Figure 6 .2 shows the results for u = 1/10 and n = 100. Figure 6 .3 illustrates the result obtained when the second method to generate cost value of nodes is used. Figure 6 .3 represents the results for u = 1/20 and n = 120.
The following conclusions can be drawn from these simulation results: Intuitively, this is attributable to the "global" nature of the first algorithm, whereas the second algorithm considers every node separately.
• In all the test cases, the cost of the single-path-blocking greedy algorithm is lower than the two multi-path algorithms. This is obvious and reasonable since it requires more effort to block more paths. But when the number of target nodes increases, the difference between the cost of single-path blocking and multi-path blocking decreases. Now there will be more paths in the graph and some nodes may become bottlenecks for several paths. These nodes would be easy targets for attacks.
• When the number of nodes increases, the cost for both singlepath blocking and multi-path blocking increases. This is also reasonable since the graph become denser, and the target paths become increasingly disjoint.
• When the radio range of nodes increases, the trend of blocking-cost for target paths is not very obvious. In some cases, increasing the radio range results in a "peak" for the blocking-cost. Intuitively, increase in radio range also increases the number of edges in the graph, making the target paths more disjoint. But when the number of edges reaches a threshold, it ceases to have significant affect in the paths' disjointedness. VII. DISCUSSION AND CONTINUING RESEARCH This paper demonstrates the superiority of multi-path protocols over traditional single-path protocols in terms of resiliency against blocking and node isolation-type attacks, especially in the wireless networks domain. Multi-path protocols for WMNs make it extremely hard for an adversary to efficiently launch such attacks. This paper is an attempt to model the theoretical hardness of attack protocols for mobile nodes.
As a part of our ongoing research, we plan to further investigate the approximation algorithms for the MCB problem. We also plan to investigate the problem in the settings related to ID-based key update protocols, which is very promising in wireless networks. In our discussions we assumed that the adversary has topological information of the network. It would be an interesting problem to study the additional difficulty associated with blocking when the topological information is effectively hidden from the adversary. This paper also brings forth some interesting related problems. For example, if link-cut and node-compromising are combined together (i.e., one can either cut some links or compromise some nodes), then what is the minimum total cost to block traffic from specific nodes?
